
S heila has been studying and teaching Yoga
for over 30 years, starting with Ian Rawlinson

and continuing with Paul Harvey and Peter
Hersnack, all students of TKV Desikachar. She
attended lessons and workshops with TKV
Desikachar, had several visits to the KYM in
Chennai and attended Desikachar’s courses in
the UK.

She trained as a textile designer and lectured
at several universities with a specialism in colour
and symbolism.

Both creativity and Yoga have always been
woven together as a sādhana towards more

meditative awareness in both her personal
journey and in teaching Yoga or design. The
fusion of both has always run through her
personal practice, study and teaching.

Recently she was involved in the translation
and illustration of a book by Peter Hersnack, The
Living Breath. 

Before lockdown she took groups annually to
Mysore or Basunti (Himachal Pradesh), India for
18 years, as well as running biannual retreats at
Launde Abbey and workshops at the Wakefield
Hepworth Gallery. 

The teachings of TKV Desikachar
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ROOTS and branches

Gail
I started practising Yoga in 1972. With two small
boys and my own business to run, Yoga became
my life saver. Little did I know the journey that I
had embarked on would change the way I lived
and thought about life. I completed Paul Harvey’s
first training course in the UK in 1988 and studied
extensively with TKV Desikachar, Frans Moors
and Peter Hersnack.

I have taught Yoga for 49 years and feel
privileged to have a job I love, and meet
wonderful students and teachers on the way. My
husband Dave and myself  have our own Yoga
studio at the foot of the Malvern Hills where we
teach regular classes, individual clients and on-
going study groups. 

The most important and popular student, who
attends every session, is Maisie, our wonderful,
beautiful little dog.

Dave
My interest in Yoga began some 35 years ago
and, by chance, I started Yoga classes with Paul
Harvey. I trained as a teacher with Paul,
completing in 1992. I also had a long-standing
interest in Buddhism and completed an MA in
Buddhist studies in the same year. Subsequently I
studied extensively with TKV Desikachar, Frans
Moors and Peter Hersnack, and many other
teachers and students in this tradition. I have
always had a particular interest in the philosophy
of Yoga and Sanskrit, and also chanting, which I
now continue to study with Sheela Shankar.

I live with my wife Gail in Malvern where we
have our own studio, and we both teach a full
range of classes and workshops.

In 2003 I set up Sādhana Māla with Ranju Roy
and made the decision to teach Yoga full-time.
Sādhana Māla has been a vehicle for delivering
our own teacher training and study courses, and
for us to really develop our own ideas and
approaches to Yoga, teaching within the
framework of this tradition.

Sheila Baker

Dave Charlton
Gail Reeves



S ue is a member of both aYs and TSYP. She
trained to teach individuals with Sarah Ryan

and Liz Murtha then continued with Dr N
Chandrasekaran and Bernard Bouanchaud to
become a Yoga Therapist, adding Ayurveda
practitioner to her qualifications through a
Sādhana Māla course with Ann Johnston.

Sue runs a thriving Yoga therapy practice,
teaches classes, workshops, meditation and Vedic
chant. Her approach to practice reflects that of her

teacher, Chandra Klee, a long term student of TKV
Desikachar, who has created a sangha of
international students. Early in 2020, Sue joined a
KYM course at an Ayurvedic hospital in Bangalore
and, during the pandemic, has continued to study
through KYM Yoga Therapy webinars.

Sue is also an artist, designs the aYs
Newsletter, and is a trustee and committee
member for aYs. She lives on a smallholding with
her partner in the Forest of Dean.Sue Chudley

Eleanor Dawson

A ndy Curtis-Payne is a Yoga teacher,
therapist and teacher-trainer with over 25

years experience in group work, master classes
and one-to-one consultations. He was personally
appointed as a Teacher Trainer by TKV
Desikachar himself in 2008 and has studied many
times at the Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram in
India. As well as teaching classes, training and

mentoring Yoga teachers he has particularly
focused on working therapeutically with
individuals with a range of physical, mental and
emotional conditions and is keen to promote the
highest standards in this area. He was Chair of
TSYP for 7 years and is now Chair of the British
Council for Yoga Therapy.

I began studying Yoga with Hanne Gillespie in
Dublin in 2001; my teacher training was with

Sādhana Māla. In 2008 I met Peter Hersnack,
whose teaching, rooted in his great respect for
Desikachar, is the inspiration for my work. I’m
also actively involved in translating his written
work for the Art of Yoga-Peter Hersnack website.

As a musician, I am fascinated by resonance,
and much of my work in Yoga involves sound and

processes common to music: listening,
responding, articulation – through body and
breath. I am currently running an ongoing series
of workshops exploring how our practice can
respond to the changing times we live in – to
remain an authentic, living process.

Andy Curtis-Payne

Em Goldmark

H elena has practised Yoga in the
Krishnamacharya/Desikachar tradition of

Yoga since 1997. In 2007, she converted her
earlier Yoga for Heath Foundation training to
come fully into this tradition as a teacher and
therapist. 

Based in Peterborough, she invites students to
go ever deeper into the heart of life. Helena has

been living with multiple sclerosis for three
decades, and she is a priest in the Church of
England, serving as vicar in an area of multiple
deprivation.

I have been a student of Yoga since 1998 and a
teacher since 2009. My teachers Sheila Baker,

Dave Charlton and Ranju Roy have encouraged
my creative side, while staying firmly within the
tradition of TKV Desikachar and 
T Krishnamacharya.

My interest in recent years has been towards
the philosophy of Yoga, having completed
courses in Sāmkhya, in-depth studies of Chapters

1 and 2 of the Yoga-Sūtra, and a 2-year training in
Ayurveda with Ann Johnston.

In addition to my study, practice, and teaching
of Yoga, I am a senior member of staff at the
Goldmark Gallery in Uppingham.

Helena del Pino



I have always been interested in the therapeutic
application of Yoga and I started my Yoga

journey/studies with BWY. After obtaining my
teaching diploma I went on to study the Art of
Yoga and Individual tuition with Ranju Roy and
Dave Charlton.

I have been a teaching member and
convention organiser for the aYs for some years.  
I took on the role as co-director in 2018 with
Eleanor Dawson and Hilary Norman. 

This year, Maggie Shanks and I will be teaching

together at the joint event. Our roots go back in
time together with our love, exploration and study
of Yoga and its therapeutic application. This has
allowed us to blossom in different directions,
whilst remaining grounded to the teachings of
TKV Desikachar. It will be a delight and pleasure
to teach with Maggie after all these years.

I live in the Highlands of Scotland and the
space and freedom when walking in the hills has
been a different journey of discovery.Debbie Kerr-

Nesbitt

Ranju Roy

H elen Macpherson is a Yoga teacher in the
tradition of TKV Desikachar and Sri T

Krishnamacharya with a special interest in the use
of sound and mantra. She has studied Vedic
chanting for over twenty years and has run an
international Vedic Chant teacher training course
with her own chant teacher Radha Sundararajan. 

Helen also teaches classes and one-to-one

therapeutic sessions and is currently leading a
TSYP Yoga Teacher Training Course.

R anju has been teaching Yoga since 1992,
and has been training Yoga teachers since

2005. In 2019 he co-authored Embodying the
Yoga Sūtra: Support Direction Space with David
Charlton. He has studied with Paul Harvey, Peter
Hersnack and TKV Desikachar as well as taken
workshops with many other senior teachers in the
tradition including Srivatsa Ramaswami, Sriram,
AG Mohan and Navtej Johar. He currently

teaches from his home in Wellington, Somerset,
where he lives with his wife Lindy.

Helen Macpherson

A fascination with Yoga began during my
teens and I studied with BWY in the 1970s,

beginning my teaching career then. An interest in
a more personalised and therapeutic approach
kindled in the 1990s with further study at Yoga
for Health, Yoga Academy and with Julie
Friedeberger. Debbie Kerr-Nesbitt and I, co-
teachers at this event, share tap roots along this
same path; I am excited to have this opportunity
to work with her. 

Moving to the teachings of Sri

Krishnamacharya and his son and student TKV
Desikachar in the early 2000s, like Debbie, I
continued to develop a therapeutic teaching
style, and a passion for Vedic chant, firmly
established and grounded in the roots of their
teachings.

This path has become the foundation, that
sustains, nourishes and nurtures my life. Debbie
and I share the same roots and have developed
similar, and different, branches – a variety of
blossoming!

Maggie Shanks



Judie Shore

J udie lives on the Suffolk coast with her
husband where she runs a Yoga therapy

practice teaching both individuals and groups.
She has over 25 years experience of Yoga
practice and completed a 4-year Practitioner
programme and further 2-year study programme
with Paul Harvey at the Centre for Yoga Studies,
Bristol. To deepen her interest in therapy she
went on to study with Dr N Chandrasekaran of
Yoga Vaidya Śālā, Chennai, and Bernard

Bouanchaud, completing a 4-year programme of
studies in 2015.   

Thanks to the power of Zoom she continues
her studies with Dr Chandrasekaran in Chennai
and Dave Charlton in Malvern. As a long-term
member of the aYs, the British Wheel of Yoga,
and as a therapist with the Complementary and
Natural Healthcare Council, Judie wishes to see
Yoga more widely recognised in the UK
healthcare system.

L isa has been teaching Yoga since 2004. She
got her CNHC Yoga therapy certification in

2009. She has gone on to train Yoga teachers as
well as teach foundation courses in Yoga. 

She did her Vedic Chant Teacher Training with
Radha Sundararajan and Helen Macpherson in
2017. Lisa is now teaching a foundation course in
Vedic chanting and is currently heading the TSYP
Chanting Division. Over the years, she has been

led by many inspirational teachers in this tradition
and is grateful to them all. She teaches Yoga and
chanting in Surrey.

Lisa Soede

Bea Teuten

M ichelle is currently TSYP Head of
Education and Training. She is a TSYP

Foundation Course Tutor and is training to
become a TSYP Teacher Trainer. Michelle
completed a BWY Teaching Diploma in 2010
before commencing on a TSYP ‘conversion’
course. She qualified as a TSYP Yoga Teacher
and Therapist in 2014. In 2019 she completed
her TSYP Vedic Chant Teacher Qualification. 

In addition, Michelle is a qualified teacher of
English and Neurosequential Model in Education
(NME) Trainer. As an educator she has
experience of working with students and staff
through primary, secondary and post-16
education.

D ifference is a natural part of being human.
I worked in litigation, and then mediation

for many years, always fascinated by what drives
people apart and what brings people closer
together again. Exploring how Yoga helps us
overcome conflict both at a deeply personal level
(Yoga-Sutra 1.3) and, as Desikachar states, in our
relationships, is central to my work. My joint
workshop with Eleanor Dawson will be an
exploration of the role of meditation in this
process.

I am a Yoga teacher, therapist and chant
teacher and am currently assisting on the TSYP
Teacher Training course. I have only ever learnt
or taught Yoga in this tradition, finding that it
offers so many facets that there is no need to look
elsewhere. 

Michelle Tarling



A nnemarie is a TSYP Yoga therapist and
teacher who trained with Dr N

Chandrasekaran and Colin Dunsmuir and is a
long term Vedic chant student with Radha
Sundararajan. She is also a practising chartered
psychologist, clinical supervisor, and joint
programme leader of the BA (Hons) Integrative-
Relational Counselling at Kingston College.

She has always been curious about human
nature, the ways in which physical and mental
health issues develop and what we can do to

overcome them. She likes to explore different
therapeutic models and was drawn to Yoga
therapy because of its holistic nature. 

Having seen and experienced how Yoga can
change people’s lives, she feels increasingly
passionate about promoting Yoga in the field of
mental health, and especially as an alternative to
psychotropic medication. She is particularly
interested in the use of prāṇāyāma, sound and
meditation to increase wellbeing.Annemarie Visser

I am a Yoga teacher and therapist and I run the
White Horse Yoga Centre in Devizes,

Wiltshire. For the past year my focus has been
involved in keeping the Centre and my Yoga
teaching alive in lockdown. Like so many others I
have been working over Zoom but I have a ‘drive’
to use our studio space and classes to help bring
confidence to people in being out and about and
socialising again. I feel that Yoga has a big part to
play in reasserting normality! My current area of

self-enquiry and research is into how our breath
and our posture influence each other, and how
balancing these two systems can improve the
resilience of our breathing. As an asthmatic in a
time of respiratory disease pandemic, I am
finding some very interesting results, some of
which will be shared in my workshop.

David Wilkinson


